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The power of community
As I begin my mandate as the new Dean of the Desautels Faculty of Management,
I warmly welcome you to our 2020-21 Impact Report, where we look back over the
past year and reflect on the collective challenges we faced and the milestones we
celebrated in our mission to shape leaders of impact.
Having spent the last decades in academic leadership roles at Smith School of
Business at Queen’s University, I took it for granted that I could teach, mentor,
conduct research, and lead face-to-face on campus. As the COVID-19 pandemic
continues to challenge us to connect in new and unexpected ways, the power of
community has never been more evident, especially at Desautels—and this is one of
the initial attractions for me in coming to this Faculty.

I owe my deepest gratitude to my predecessors, Morty Yalovsky
and Isabelle Bajeux-Besnainou, for laying such a solid foundation
upon which we can build an even stronger future. Their
predecessor, Peter Todd, was once my Queen’s colleague.
I thank him also. After the pandemic upended our world in
March 2020, the health and safety of the community was a top
Desautels priority. I know that nothing about that transition
to remote teaching and working was easy, but our teams at
Desautels worked tirelessly to ensure that students received
the high-quality instruction they have come to expect, including
additional support through:

We have committed to making measurable progress on these
three priorities by activating new initiatives and enhancing existing
ones that:

• Expanded course offerings during the summer semester;

• Harness the power of McGill;

• Personalized health and wellness care, educational
opportunities, and group activities;
• A new equity, diversity, and inclusion (EDI) unit to ensure
that every student feels affirmed and valued;
• Opportunities for students to work on projects geared
toward helping local organizations navigate the pandemic;
and
• Virtual versions of networking and educational events,
including the annual Desautels career fair.

We also revamped our Faculty’s strategic plan after considerable
consultation with stakeholders. Going forward, we are committed
to three core priorities:
• Students
• Research excellence
• Community impact

• Strengthen connections;
• Champion sustainability; and
• Advance equity, diversity, and inclusion (EDI).
While I am still new to the role, I am already so proud of the ways
in which our donors, alumni, students, faculty, staff, and industry
partners have stepped up to lend support throughout this difficult
time. In the pages that follow, you will get a sense of the pivotal role
this community of talented, dedicated people plays in so many lives.
With your continued support, the Desautels Faculty of Management
will enter the post-pandemic era with renewed hope and confidence
in our mission.

Yolande E. Chan
Dean and James McGill Professor
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Priority 1
Student-Focused
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Providing an
outstanding learning
experience for all
students through
high-impact programs
that deliver access to
experiential learning
and build foundational
skills in critical and
creative thinking and
problem solving.
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High-impact programs
16

global case
podiums

L’Oréal Brandstorm
Financial Open
KPMG Ideation
Accuracy Business Cup
Jeux du Commerce

BCom

Bachelor of Commerce

GCPA

Graduate Certificate in Professional Accounting

#1

#1

Ranked #1 in
North America*

Ranked #1 in Canada
10th internationally**

MMF

Master of Management in Finance
* 2021 Financial Times Global Masters in Finance
Pre-Experience Rankings

Completely redesigned
curriculum

MBA

Master of Business Administration

6

1 student on the National
Honour Roll of the Common
Final Exam (CFE)

MMA

Master of Management in Analytics
** 2021 QS World University Masters of Business
Analytics Rankings

500+

proud graduates to date

EMBA

McGill-HEC Montréal Executive MBA

Unique program
in China
training professionals for
the global manufacturing industry

GMSCM
Global Manufacturing and
Supply Chain Management

50

participants from 21 countries—
largest class to date

IMHL

International Masters for Health Leadership

25

years of excellence

IMPM

International Masters Program for Managers

Launched free
Level Up webinar
series to help
businesses
during pandemic

MEI

McGill Executive Institute

Record number of applicants

PhD

in Management

175K+
registered users

MPFE

McGill Personal Finance Essentials
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Redesigned
MBA equips
students
to lead in
shifting
business
climate

Donald E. Armstrong Building for Masters students

companies. Our newly designed MBA program gives students the
right blend of skills and experience to answer the call.”
In 2020, the Desautels Faculty announced the launch of a newly
redesigned MBA program that prepares students to confront the
challenges of a rapidly evolving business environment. Today, an
increasing number of students enrolling in MBAs want to change
industry, relaunch their career in another country, or prepare to
start their own business. The Faculty’s new one- or two-year
program options, which differ in length depending on whether
students do an internship, are designed to meet more diverse
student needs. The revamped program also helps students gain a
competitive edge by offering flexible, personalized specializations
in fields such as financial technology and data analytics.
“Our students aren’t just thinking about how to climb the corporate
ladder,” said Ferguson. “They want to leverage their skills to make
a real change in their communities.” The redesigned program
incorporates sustainability themes in its core classes, ensuring
that every MBA student grapples with environmental, social, and
economic sustainability issues by the time they graduate.

“As the COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated, what works
today will not always work tomorrow,” said Professor John-Paul
Ferguson, academic director of the MBA program. “We are in
close communication with industry leaders who are searching
for candidates to help them build more resilient, future-ready
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As the world continues to navigate the COVID-19 pandemic,
Desautels MBA students are preparing to join or create companies
with a mounting set of challenges. “Business is the greatest
platform for change and our job is to form leaders with the agility
to navigate an uncertain future,” said Ferguson. “The redesigned
MBA program is a major step in the right direction.”
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From left to right: Adrian Dancea and Leslie Breitner

Prognosis: The future is bright
for next generation of leaders
in healthcare
As the world slowly emerges from a pandemic
that exposed the vulnerability of healthcare
systems when overwhelmed with multifaceted
management challenges, McGill has launched
a new Graduate Certificate in Healthcare
Management (GCHM). A collaborative initiative
of the Desautels Faculty of Management and
the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences,
the GCHM program is designed to train physicians and other healthcare professionals in the
skills needed to make effective decisions and
succeed in leadership roles.
“From team management to finance and negotiation, we are helping
healthcare workers develop the skills to solve organizational
problems and lead change through practical course content,” said
Professor Leslie Breitner, co-director of the GCHM and academic
director at the Desautels Faculty of Management. “Students will gain

new perspectives and the transferable skills needed to confidently
take the helm of a hospital-based division or private practice.”
Offered entirely online using a flexible, part-time delivery format,
healthcare workers are able to participate in the GCHM without
pausing their careers. The curriculum, taught by a team of seasoned
McGill professors and healthcare leaders, is designed to address
the key competencies of the Leader Role outlined in the CANMEDS
educational framework of the Royal College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Canada.
“Healthcare organizations run into the same issues as typical businesses,” said Dr. Adrian Dancea, co-director of the GCHM and division chief of pediatric cardiology at the Montreal Children’s Hospital.
“While hospitals grappled with scarce resources and supply chain
issues during the COVID-19 pandemic, it reinforced the importance
to equip healthcare workers with the management competencies
needed to better cope with future predicaments.”
The 15-credit program is delivered in four intensive six-day modules
over a nine-month period. To supplement the modules, group
assignments, workshops, mentorship and capstone projects
reinforce classroom learning with real-world experience.
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“Thanks to donors like
you I was able to really
focus on attaining my
educational and
career goals.”
—Elizabeth Chima, BCom’20

$27 M
a $40 million goal

$27 million raised toward
$0
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$20 M

$40 M

In 2020-21
donors created

“The privilege of giving back
to your school is incredibly
important in whatever
means you can.”

15

new need-based
bursaries

—Mark Hantho, BCom’81

BCom100:
Made for
Tomorrow

2

new BCom
scholarships

You can get involved by donating to the
BCom100: Made for Tomorrow Fund
mcgill.ca/desautels/bcom100
In celebration of the BCom’s centennial in 2020,
Desautels launched a campaign to support our students for
the next 100 years. The goal is to raise $40 million toward:
• student merit awards, need-based support, and experiential
learning opportunities;
• academic and career advising, and mental health and
wellness support; and

3

new graduation
prizes

• first-rate learning and advising spaces needed for
BCom students, professors, and staff.
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Broadening
access for
students
to finance
education

Jean Douville

your dispensation.’ I’m very proud of being a McGill graduate and
this was the right move,” he said.
The steely determination Douville showed in this memorable
encounter served him well in his university studies, throughout
an accomplished and varied career, and as a philanthropist.
In 2019, Douville created the Jean E. Douville Bursaries by the
Fonds Foundation Jean E. et Lucille Douville at the Foundation of
Greater Montreal (FGM), which provide $60,000 in awards annually, in perpetuity, to students from four Montreal universities.

Born in the small town of St. Alban, Quebec,
Jean E. Douville (BCom’58) was a stellar student at a private Catholic school. His long-time
school mentor, Jules Gélinas, encouraged him
to broaden his horizons at McGill, an internationally renowned university.
Although he was immediately accepted, Douville was refused
a dispensation to attend McGill. He was offered a scholarship
to Laval, which could be extended to allow him to do an MBA at
Harvard University. “I said, ‘I’m going to McGill with or without
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Gabriel Casavant-Desjardins, BCom’20, is one of the first
students at McGill to be awarded a Douville bursary. “I had
been working as a sales associate while studying when a family
member became ill. I used all the resources I had but could not
afford to pay my tuition for the last year. The Jean E. Douville
bursary covered the rest of my tuition, so I could complete my
degree on schedule and better support my family through some
challenging times,” he said.
Douville’s involvement with McGill as a benefactor began
decades earlier with regular donations, a significant contribution
to a gift from the Class of ’58 that supports Desautels Career
Services, and a substantial gift in 2007 that helped create the
now-elite Honours in Investment Management program for
BCom students.
“Because of what my education at McGill did for me, I felt a desire
and responsibility to share that success and support my alma
mater in meaningful ways,” said Douville.
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“We bring students into
the client environment,
and they get to apply
what they learn in the
classroom in business to
achieve real outcomes.”
—Benny Cohen

Raising the bar for real-world
learning in analytics and retail
When Benny Cohen (BCom’82) launched KPI
Digital (formerly KPI: Knowledge Providers
Inc.), in 2001, his idea was to deliver business
intelligence and actionable insights from data
to help companies make better and faster
business decisions.
As a McGill student, Cohen had majored in management
information systems and finance. “I enjoyed the culture because
although it was competitive, it fostered deep collaboration. The
professors encouraged teamwork on projects. That experience
taught me how to think, how to work in a team environment with
great collaborators and intelligent people, and it gave me a more
global perspective,” he said.
In 2019, he established the Benny and Renee Cohen Masters
Leadership Award to support an outstanding student entering
the Master of Management in Analytics (MMA) program or the
new Master of Management in Retailing (MMR) program. The
award was created to highlight the importance of experiential
learning at Desautels and the need for student learning to go
beyond the classroom.

Cohen supports the MMA program’s strong emphasis on
experiential learning directly by bringing Desautels students on
board to collaborate with his firm’s data scientists on specific
projects to develop business solutions for clients.
“We bring students into the client environment, and they get to
apply what they learn in the classroom in business to achieve real
outcomes. We also contribute our time, knowledge, and expertise
as guest speakers in some of the courses,” said Cohen.
Perhaps no industry better illustrates the challenges and
opportunities for digital transformation before, during, and
after the pandemic than retail. Giving Desautels students the
opportunity to help solve real-world challenges in retail and other
industries is how Cohen envisions experiential learning, with an
emphasis on how to reach customers effectively in a digital world.
“Faced with competition from the Amazons of the world, we believe
that all retailers must digitally transform to survive in the future.
The pandemic made obvious what was there before,” he said.
“The MMA produces so much talent and there is a strong demand
for the types of skills and experience that students will gain in the
new MMR program. I want to support these programs because
I believe in the tremendous value they are creating today and
the future impact their graduates will have on innovation in the
marketplace,” he said.

Priority 1 / Student-Focused
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Providing experiential learning
for finance students
Since its inception in 2009, Desautels Capital
Management (DCM) has given Desautels
students the opportunity to acquire real-world
investment management skills and experience by running multi-million-dollar investment funds and being accountable to external
investors for their performance.
“Students’ accountability to external investors has been key
to DCM’s success because it makes the experiential learning
process more serious and real,” said Vadim di Pietro, associate
professor of finance and chief investment officer at DCM, who
must approve all trades.
Today, all students enrolled in the Faculty’s Honours in Investment
Management (HIM) and Master of Management in Finance
(MMF) programs work for the company and have the opportunity
to collectively manage four funds with a total of approximately
$7.4 million in assets. Students are mentored and supported by
experienced faculty members including di Pietro and assistant
professor of finance Jiro Kondo, and an advisory board of investment professionals.
As DCM employees, HIM and MMF students learn on the job and
are directly involved in every aspect of running the four funds.
“In addition to developing practical portfolio management skills,
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students get hands-on experience in other important areas
such as raising funds from investors, client communications,
marketing, accounting, financial reporting, compliance, and regulation,” explained di Pietro.
“As the pandemic unfolded in March 2020 and McGill closed,
DCM student-analysts were working full-time on a special note
to investors on how the pandemic would affect their sectors and
how the funds would be managing the situation. This was followed
up later in the year with an online presentation to investors and
industry professionals on which companies had the most upside
potential based on current valuations,” said di Pietro.
The students’ hard work and analysis paid off as the four DCM
funds posted strong results in 2020. “But most importantly,
DCM is doing a tremendous amount of good in terms of student learning and training them to be responsible investment
professionals and leaders in the financial sector in the future,”
said di Pietro.
Long-time investor Neil Murdoch (BCom’81) sees his contribution to DCM as an investment that offers big upside educational
potential, with a relatively low downside cost or risk: “The students have delivered performance that typically meets or beats
the benchmarks. People often think of an investment like this
as a donation. But it’s not a gift. It’s an investment where you’re
supporting the students and not giving up anything.”
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Blazing a new
trail in case
competition
Richard Donovan with BCom students and faculty in 2011

Professor Richard (Dono) George Donovan
passed away suddenly on August 3, 2019,
but his influence is still felt by countless
colleagues, alumni and students, particularly
those who participated in his Case Class.
According to Jaclyn Leebosh (BCom’11), Case Class was one of
the most practical courses that she and her peers took during
their time at McGill. “Case Class alumni are able to use the
strategic framework and presentation techniques we learned from
Dono to structure how we deliver information in the boardroom,”
she affirmed. Leebosh calls Donovan a “true trailblazer for
experiential learning” who demonstrated an immense passion for
helping students reach their full potential. Thanks to the training
she received in Case Class, Leebosh won first prize in a case
competition during McGill Marketing Week, which awarded her an
internship that launched her career.

Melissa Sonberg, Professor of Practice, Organizational Behaviour,
who teaches Case Class today, emphasizes that no one can fill
Professor Donovan’s shoes, but they can honour him for the
impact he made. Recently established in his honour, the Richard
G. Donovan Award in Case Excellence will recognize graduating
students who have excelled in case competitions during their time
at Desautels.
Leebosh and 146 other donors have already contributed a total
of $41,000 to the fund. “Contributing to the Richard G. Donovan
Fund presents an incredibly meaningful opportunity for us all to
carry Dono’s legacy forward and ensure the continuity of his vision
to develop and showcase McGill’s talent on the world stage,” she
said. The inaugural recipients of the prize are BCom students Anne
Sophie Levee and Sara Duklas.
To honour the memory of Professor Donovan by helping the
Richard G. Donovan Prize in Case Excellence Fund reach its
$50,000 goal, contact Samantha Maldoff at
samantha.maldoff@mcgill.ca or 514-968-1378 .

Priority 1 / Student-Focused
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Principal Suzanne Fortier (left), Neil and Gisèle Murdoch

Accelerating efforts supporting
students’ mental health
For BCom students at Desautels, achievement
and anxiety often go hand-in-hand.
“We put enormous pressure on ourselves to succeed, not just academically but professionally,” reflected Kanishk Shah, a fourth-year
student who serves as a leader in the Management Undergraduate
Society (MUS).
Professor Liette Lapointe, Vice-Dean of Programs at Desautels, has
been advocating for more resources to bolster student mental health.
“We had to do more, not only to help students in crisis but to equip them
with tools to prevent crisis in the first place,” she said.
In 2019, the solution arrived in the form of a gift from Gisèle and Neil
Murdoch (BCom’81). As the Student Wellness Hub—funded in part by
The Rossy Foundation—began to take shape, the Murdochs identified an
opportunity to ensure that Desautels students would experience the full
benefit of the University’s push to invest in mental health.
“A few years ago, our family had a discussion about the causes we
wanted to support,” Neil Murdoch remembers. “There was unanimous
agreement that we needed to prioritize mental health.”
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The Murdoch family donated $1 million to fund a new local
wellness advisor (LWA) position at Desautels for 10 years. With
a background in behavioural psychology and family therapy,
Samara Yesovitch (MSc’19) was hired to bring a sense of empathy
to the students she serves.
“It’s important for students to realize that Desautels cares enough
about them to support their mental health,” Yesovitch said. “They
want to feel like they’re more than a number.”
However, mental health issues continue to be surrounded by stigma.
“One of the things students struggle with most is admitting we need
help,” said Shah. Shah and his fellow student leaders in the MUS have
worked to fight that stigma by planning an annual Mental Wellness
Week and working with professors by helping them to better identify
and serve students in distress.
“It’s going to take time to make positive change,” he acknowledged.
“But the new LWA position is definitely taking Desautels in the right
direction. The Murdoch family’s gift will inspire change that helps
students over a lifetime.”
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Student-wellness
support at
Desautels

One-on-one

MEETINGS

PRESENTATIONS

at student
orientation events
on prevention and
early intervention
		

VIDEOS

on ways to cope
with stress and
uncertainty

Stay on Track

STUDENT
BUDDY
PROGRAM

SUPPORT
GROUPS

CLASSROOM
VISITS

CONSULTATIONS
for staff and faculty
who work with
students facing
difficulties

WORKSHOPS
and brown bag
discussions with
professors

OUTREACH
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Canada, Meet McGill virtual event

Canada, meet McGill!
Compared to previous years when the annual
Meet McGill career trip had a specific Toronto
focus, the pandemic-imposed virtual edition
in 2020 provided a unique opportunity for
students to engage with employers across the
country for the first-ever Canada, Meet McGill.
Over three days, 220 BCom, Master of Management in Analytics,
Master of Management in Finance, and MBA students met with
close to 70 organizations to learn about career opportunities,
network with recruiters and alumni, and take ownership of their
professional development through various activities.
Employer-hosted group sessions provided the opportunity for
students to interact and actively participate with their peers via
smaller breakout rounds, live Q&A speaker panels, roundtable
discussions, and a new favourite: the Ask a Recruiter session.
The mock speed-interviewing activity was revamped for remote
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interaction; students were able to practice their introductions,
elevator pitches, and behavioural and situational interview
skills with employers and alumni for personalized feedback and
discussion. New this year: one-on-one coffee chats, where casual,
candid conversations took place between students and employers.
Tianyi Zhang, a third-year BCom student, not only participated in
the activities but had a role in creating student social activities that
allowed peers to connect and meet virtually. For many students
who had to start this semester remotely, these were chances to
meet and get to know each other outside the academic setting.
“As an international student, I did not realize the importance of
networking until I started to look for internships this summer,”
said Zhang. “Thanks to the group sessions, coffee chats, and mock
interviews I participated in, I recognized that networking is not
a scary thing. Rather, I genuinely enjoy the process of building
personal connections, exploring different companies through
conversations with current employees and fellow alumni, and
gaining confidence pitching myself to recruiters.”
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As the retail
industry
evolves,
so does retail
education
In March 2020, retail industries across the
world faced uncertainty given the closure of
brick-and-mortar stores due to the COVID19 pandemic. Despite this, a report from
Statistics Canada shows that retail sales
boosted the economy by $52.9 billion—in
July 2020 alone. One thing is clear: retail is a
dynamic and flourishing environment that will
continue to evolve due to emerging technologies and shifting consumer demands.

Bensadoun School of Retail Management

So, what does this mean for retail education? In the fall of 2020,
the Bensadoun School launched a new Master of Management
in Retailing (MMR) that will give students the tools they need to
respond to—and predict—this rapidly changing and increasingly
complex global business environment.
The MMR will accelerate the technology, systems, and analytics
needed not only to prepare students to play a part in the future
of retail but to help redefine it. With its focus on sustainable
consumption and healthier societies, the program will take an
integrated approach to retail management that spans the life
cycle of retail, from ideation to distribution.
Professor Yu Ma, academic director of the MMR, commented:
“We are creating a program that is tailored to the need of
retailers, regardless how large or small, during the omnichannel transformation and the digitalizing of the business
model. We aim to educate our students on the innovations in
retail technology and equip them with hard and soft skills to
help the retail sector evolve.”
“This program promises to prepare you to not just participate in
the retail industry, but actually lead it,” said Anwar White, MMR
program director. “With experiential learning opportunities like
our internships, the Global Retail Challenge and the new retail
innovation lab, our students will learn the most innovative retail
knowledge and skills to hit the ground running on day one of their
careers post-program.”
The MMR isn’t just waiting to see where the retail industry takes
us next; it is preparing the next generation of retail leaders to take
us there.

Priority 1 / Student-Focused
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Bensadoun School receives
funding from Quebec to bolster
retail sector
Retail innovation lab entrance

As part of the Quebec government’s economic
recovery plan, in response to the COVID-19
pandemic and its new digital transformation
initiative, the Quebec Ministry of Economy and
Innovation (MEI) will provide $5 million in funding over four years to the Bensadoun School.
The funds will be used to scale up interdisciplinary research activities, foster retail talent,
establish professional development programs,
and conduct knowledge transfer for local SMEs.
“We are delighted to receive this vital support, which will enable us
to help rebuild and strengthen a key sector of our economy at such
a critical time,” said Professor Saibal Ray, academic director of the
Bensadoun School of Retail Management.
A major portion of the funding will go towards the Bensadoun
School’s newly launched retail innovation lab. Funds will also
be allocated to supporting the success of SMEs in their digital
and omni-channel transformation via professional development
opportunities, executive education, and the dissemination of
knowledge and best practices. The final pillar supported by this
government investment is helping cultivate the next generation of
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skilled retail talent through student research stipends, internships,
and other experiential learning opportunities provided by the
Bensadoun School.
“Supporting the Bensadoun School will make up for the delay some
of our storekeepers have faced because of retailers in major digital
transformation chains. People have come up with new online
consumption habits because of the pandemic. Consequently,
it is imperative that our retail trade industry adapt and look toward
new technologies and electronic trade,” stated Pierre Fitzgibbon,
Minister of Economy and Innovation.
“The trade commerce industry is faced with changes in technological
access and their effects on our consumption habits. The Bensadoun
School has developed great initiatives for its staff to adapt to the
electronic trade era and benefit from new consumer habits. The
contribution we are making today is the key to SME economic
performance in this industry,” added Lucie Lecours, Minister for
the Economy.
“The retail sector—and SMEs in particular—has been strongly
impacted by the pandemic. Innovation and digitization are critical to
revitalizing the ‘new economy.’ We are poised and excited to help put
Quebec on the map as a hub of world-class retail excellence,” said
Charles de Brabant, executive director at the Bensadoun School.
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KPMG makes
landmark
contribution
to retail
education and
EDI at McGill

As Made by McGill: The Campaign for Our
Third Century leverages the power of philanthropy to build a launching pad for growth at
a critical time in McGill’s history, KPMG has
stepped up and made a landmark $500,000
contribution.

BSRM Retail Summit 2019

“McGill is an integral part of Quebec’s social and economic
fabric, and we are pleased to help create an environment where
learning, research, and skills development can flourish and foster
the ambitions of our future leaders,” affirmed Benoit Lacoste
Bienvenue (BCL/LLB’00), Quebec regional managing partner for
KPMG in Canada and a member of the Desautels International
Advisory Board.
KPMG’s contribution will build on the initiatives of the Bensadoun
School of Retail Management by creating a retail summit that
provides a venue for global industry leaders and academics to
exchange ideas and best practices related to the most pressing
challenges they face.
A virtual mini-summit series has already been launched, and the
first of five annual KPMG retail summits will follow when COVID19-related restrictions are lifted. “All of us at the Bensadoun

School are grateful for organizations like KPMG who recognize
the importance of helping the retail industry pivot in response to
COVID-19 and other challenges,” said Professor Saibal Ray.
In addition to supporting the Bensadoun School of Retail
Management, KPMG’s contribution will also fund a new award
to expand the realm of possibilities for minority students at
the Desautels Faculty of Management. For the next five years,
the KPMG Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (EDI) Leadership
Award will provide $50,000 to students pursuing a Master of
Management in Retailing, a Master of Management in Finance,
or a Master of Management in Analytics degree.
“I truly believe that our contribution will make a significant impact
for the next generation of leaders who need our support more
than ever to create a better, fairer, and more prosperous world,”
said Lacoste Bienvenue.
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Priority 2
Research Excellence
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Cementing Desautels’
reputation as a
world-leading
management faculty
through the rigour
and relevance
of our research.
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Celebrating faculty achievements
Research drives innovation and
enriches the society we live in.
Not only do our world-class
faculty members receive external
recognition for their achievements,
the Desautels Faculty of
Management is fortunate to be able
to offer support and encouragement
through donor-established scholar
awards, chairs, research centres and
institutes as well as teaching awards
and PhD fellowships.

Research and Teaching Awards
Nancy J. Adler was conferred the McGill Medal of Exceptional
Academic Achievement at the 2021 Spring Convocation for her
prolific contributions to McGill and the study of global leadership for
more than 40 years.

Liette Lapointe, Saku Mantere, Robert Nason, and David
Schumacher received the Desautels Faculty Scholar Award
supported by Marcel Desautels (LLD’07, CM, O Ont, OM) and given
by the Desautels Faculty of Management to outstanding tenured or
tenure-track professors.
Ernan Haruvy received the Cleghorn Faculty Scholar Award
supported by John Cleghorn (BCom’62, LLD’04) and given by the
Desautels Faculty of Management to outstanding tenured or tenuretrack professors.
Sujata Madan was named one of ten 3M National Teaching Fellows
for 2020—the highest recognition of individual teaching excellence
and educational leadership at the university level in Canada.
Jiro Kondo received the Fetherstonhaugh Family Foundation
Distinguished Teaching Award for undergraduate programs at
Desautels for being a champion of experiential learning.
Lisa Cohen received the Morty Yalovsky Distinguished Teaching
Award for graduate programs at Desautels for creating a classroom
environment in which all students feel welcome and represented due
to a diverse array of guest speakers, case protagonists, and examples.
Don Melville received the BCom Core Teaching Award for his talent
in linking course content with real world examples, making the
learning experience more engaging.

Patrick Augustin was awarded the Canada Research Chair in
Macrofinance and Derivatives for his work on sovereign and
corporate credit risk, insider trading, and new financial technologies.

Ashesh Mukherjee received the BCom Elective Teaching Award
for often challenging his students to develop new insights and
applications.

Maxime Cohen was awarded the Wickham Skinner Early-Career
Research Accomplishments Award given by the Production and
Operations Management Society (POMS).

Kartik Ganju received the Master of Management in Analytics
Teaching Award for frequently giving students hands-on
opportunities to apply the learnings.

Alain Pinsonneault received an honorary doctorate from AixMarseille University for his exceptional commitment to academic
excellence.

Laurent Barras received the Master of Management in Finance
Teaching Award for consistently showing how theoretical knowledge
applies to real-world cases and current events.

Alain Pinsonneault also received the Distinguished James McGill
Professor Award, which recognizes a senior scholar’s status as
an outstanding and original researcher of global calibre and an
international leader in his field.

John-Paul Ferguson received the MBA Core Teaching Award for
his masterful way of teaching students how to think critically and
analytically.

Robert Nason (2021) and Juan Serpa (2020) each received
the William Dawson Scholar Award, which recognizes scholars
developing into outstanding and original researchers of world-class
calibre.
Laurent Barras and Jan Ericsson received Desmarais Faculty
Scholar Awards supported by Paul Desmarais (BCom’77, LLD’12)
and given by the Desautels Faculty of Management to outstanding
tenured or tenure-track finance professors.
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Saku Mantere received the MBA Japan Teaching Award for
integrating creative and diverse multimedia elements such as
podcasts into his teaching.
Jingjing Zhang received the Henry Mintzberg PhD Teaching and
Mentorship Award for her exceptional commitment to guiding her
students in their research and career development.
Matissa Hollister received the Innovation in Teaching Award for
her collaborative and analytical approach in helping students solve
problems using cutting-edge tools.

At the 2021 Spring Convocation, McGill
recognized Nancy J. Adler with the Medal of
Exceptional Academic Achievement for her
prolific contributions to the University, the
Desautels Faculty of Management, and the
discipline of global leadership.

Nancy J. Adler

Nancy
J. Adler
becomes
first Desautels
professor to
receive McGill
Medal

“This award acknowledges the arc of my entire career, not simply
one project or publication,” Adler reflected. “That broad
perspective means a lot to me. It has been quite a journey since
I first joined McGill.”
Adler is the first member of the Desautels Faculty of Management
to receive the McGill Medal, which was created to honour uniquely
impactful professors upon their retirement, but she is no stranger
to firsts. In 1980, Adler became the first woman to be offered a
tenure-track position in the Faculty of Management. She later
became the first woman to receive tenure and the first woman
to be promoted to associate professor and then to professor. In
her role as the S. Bronfman Chair in Management, she inspired
countless students, colleagues, managers, and leaders to pursue
a more holistic, more innovative vision of management.
Early in her career, Adler helped found and advance the field of
cross-cultural management. The daughter of an American father
and Austrian mother, she first learned the art of cross-cultural
communication as a child. As a UCLA student enrolled in the
first MBA program to focus on arts management, she completed
her internship with the Minister of Culture in Israel despite the
outbreak of the 1973 Yom Kippur War.
Over the course of her career, Adler published more than 150
articles and 10 books on topics related to global leadership.
She is also a recognized visual artist who integrates the arts into
her leadership teaching and scholarship in addition to exhibiting
her own work.
“Now that I have retired from McGill, I am giving the artist in me more
time and opportunity, similar to what I gave to myself as a teacher,
scholar, and writer these past 40 years,” Adler said. “I have retired
from McGill, but not from being a professional. I certainly have not
retired from being an artist. I have not retired from life.”
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Alain Pinsonneault

Considered one of
the most respected
academics at McGill,
Pinsonneault’s
reputation precedes
him as an internationally
recognized visiting
scholar throughout
North America and
Europe.

Aix-Marseille University awards
honorary doctorate to Alain
Pinsonneault
In honour of his exceptional commitment
to academic excellence, France’s AixMarseille University conferred the title of
Doctor Honoris Causa upon Professor Alain
Pinsonneault in early 2021.
As the Imasco Chair of Information Systems and Distinguished
James McGill Professor in the Desautels Faculty of Management,
Pinsonneault established a reputation for high-quality, innovative
research in the field of information systems. Over the span
of his career, Pinsonneault has written over 150 journal and
conference articles and delivered 155 international presentations.
He has constructed a research infrastructure comprising
numerous collaborators and more than 30 doctoral students and
postdoctoral fellows from across the globe. He regularly is listed
among the most productive researchers in the field of information
systems and was ranked the most productive scholar worldwide
in 2016.
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After graduating with a PhD from the University of California and
working as an assistant professor at HEC Montréal, Pinsonneault
accepted a position as an associate professor at McGill in
1999 and became a full professor in 2004. He is also currently
co-director of the McGill-HEC Montréal Executive MBA program.
In the nearly 25 years since he joined McGill, he has spearheaded
the dramatic growth of information systems research at the
Desautels Faculty of Management, which is now internationally
recognized and regularly ranks among the best faculties in the
world for information technology.
Considered one of the most respected academics at McGill,
Pinsonneault’s reputation precedes him as an internationally
recognized visiting scholar throughout North America and
Europe. Pinsonneault has received numerous distinctions during
his career, including the title of member of the Royal Society of
Canada and that of Chevalier de l’Ordre National du Québec.
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Sujata Madan
receives
prestigious
3M National
Teaching
Fellowship
Professor of Practice Sujata Madan was
named one of ten 2020 3M National Teaching
Fellows—the highest recognition of individual
teaching excellence and educational leadership at the university level. The Fellowship is
jointly managed by the Society for Teaching
and Learning in Higher Education (STLHE)
and 3M Canada.

Sujata Madan

“Sujata Madan is an inspirational leader and a charismatic teacher
of financial literacy. She is an innovator who has found ways
to help learners, from undergraduate students to seasoned
business professionals, to advance their financial skills,” states
the citation on the STLHE website. “Sujata is devoted to training
the leaders of tomorrow and to assuring her students are ready to
adapt and excel, in tune with an ever-changing environment. She
does this by giving her students opportunities to apply theory to
the real world and building intuitive thinking. The generosity she
shows to her students transcends the classroom walls, inspiring
them to become giving and empathetic people.”
Since joining McGill in 2005, Madan has become a standardbearer in the University’s mission to enhance its quality of
teaching. Her enthusiasm has made a lasting impression on
finance students in undergraduate and graduate programs who
see her not only as a teacher but as a mentor, a champion, and
a friend. With an innate ability to translate complex concepts
into relevant and digestible content, Madan helps bridge the gap
between theory and the real world.
“This award belongs squarely to my students,” said Madan. “They
are the ones who constantly teach me how to be a better teacher.
Their constant love and support gives me the confidence to try
out crazy teaching techniques, including inane analogies, and their
enthusiasm and curiosity push me to ensure that they leave class
feeling empowered.”
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Desmarais Faculty Scholar Awards
reward leading finance research
First awarded in 2007 and generously supported by Paul Desmarais, Jr., the
Desmarais Faculty Scholar Awards are given in three year cycles to leading
Desautels finance researchers.

and Value in the Mutual Fund Industry,” Barras and his co-authors
show that over 60 per cent of United States equity mutual funds
failed to deliver superior performance for investors. However, fund
managers created value, but mainly for themselves. “Managers are
skilled. But fees are too high compared to what managers bring to
the table, so most of the performance value created goes to the
fund managers rather than investors,” said Barras.

Laurent Barras

The last 10 years have witnessed a dramatic change in the
composition of the mutual fund industry, in which active funds
have seen massive outflows while passively managed funds
have had massive inflows. Barras is therefore collaborating with
PhD student Pouya Behmaram and Desautels finance professor
David Schumacher to examine the impacts of this huge structural
change on actively managed funds in a follow-up paper-inprogress: “How do Active Funds React to the Rise of Passive
Management?”

Examining different facets of value
creation in mutual funds
Do mutual fund managers create value for
investors and the economy, and are they
skilled at choosing the right companies to
invest in, or not?
Through research funded by a Desmarais Faculty Scholar Award,
Professor Laurent Barras is investigating questions that matter to
a huge segment of the population. In a recent paper, “Skill, Scale
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Barras views the support for high-quality research through the
Desmarais Faculty Scholar Awards to be creating benefit by also
enhancing teaching. “In my classes on applied investments, we
look at the performance of mutual funds. Students work with all
the data I’ve collected to do differential analysis for investment
returns. I can teach better classes because I’ve studied this in my
research and can share unique insights that I couldn’t get just from
reading books,” he said. “I believe that research has a big impact in
the class. I’ve been an area coordinator in the finance group for the
last two years and I see a strong connection between the research
productivity of professors and the quality of their teaching.”
As a first-time recipient, Barras has found that funding support
and recognition provide an added incentive to tackle ambitious
investment research problems and issues on a global scale. “The
Desmarais awards send an important signal that the Faculty is
providing extra support for people who do great research, which
is recognized internationally,” said Barras. “That is crucial for
retention policy, and it helps McGill and Desautels to keep their
talented researchers.”
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Collaborating to investigate how
credit default spreads
Default contagion is a major credit problem
that affects companies, industries, and entire
countries.
If one entity goes bankrupt it can increase risk and raise
borrowing costs for other distressed borrowers, and tilt them
toward default. Through research funded by a Desmarais
Faculty Scholar Award, Professor Jan Ericsson has identified
a new mechanism for default contagion and convincingly
demonstrated how the transmission and spread of default
risk can occur between borrowers that share no common
economic fundamentals.
The funding enabled Ericsson to hire a gifted PhD finance
student, Yiliu (Lucy) Lu, to collaborate on investigating and
successfully pursuing a promising research idea. Ericsson and
Lu developed a model which presents a new mechanism to
explain how contagion arises and defaults can cluster when
negative credit shocks that impact one borrower also damage
the creditworthiness of other seemingly unrelated borrowers.

Their research findings are also useful for understanding how
corporate and sovereign bailouts during crises can help prevent
bankruptcy cascades by reversing those contagion spillover
effects. The model may be relevant to the COVID-19 crisis in
helping government policymakers assess default contagion
risks and determine which firms, industries, or countries should
benefit most from economic rescue packages.
As a recipient of four successive Desmarais Faculty Scholar
Awards since 2010, Ericsson has broadened and deepened
his research on risk premiums in corporate bond and credit
derivative markets to tackle challenging problems.
“A lot of the efficiency of my research is based on the ability
that the award gives me to hire talented students with the right
expertise that can help. That’s extremely valuable,” he said.
Ericsson also values the continuing opportunities to help
advance the academic and research capabilities and
aspirations of his students: “When you teach and work with a
PhD student on an important research project, you are helping
to shape their development as a future academic—as a teacher
and researcher—which is very satisfying both professionally
and personally.”

Jan Ericsson

“Lucy is brilliant and did the heavy lifting in computing to build
the model. Without the funding, she couldn’t have been my
student and that made it possible to pursue the research
successfully,” said Ericsson.

“... the efficiency
of my research is
based on the ability
that the award gives
me to hire talented
students with the
right expertise ....”
—Jan Ericsson
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“This type of hybrid
design could help
resolve many of the
current privacy and
compliance concerns
associated with
CBDC ....”
Katrin Tinn

—Katrin Tinn

A potential design
for digital currency
In early 2021, the Bank of Canada announced
the top three proposals of the Model X
Challenge, a project seeking new designs
and business models from North American
institutions for Central Bank digital currency
(CBDC). Among the leading participants were
McGill researchers, Professor Katrin Tinn,
Desautels, and Professor Christophe Dubach,
Faculty of Engineering.
As the move toward digital payment methods increases, so does
the need for more secure and compliant systems of digital
currency. Tinn and Dubach’s proposal, Central Bank Digital
Currency with Asymmetric Privacy, investigates safe, accessible,
and efficient applications of CBDC.
“We propose a novel, implementable technical solution using a
proof of authority-based blockchain and a zero-knowledge proof
approach for private coin ownership,” explained Dubach. “These
design features have been chosen to ensure privacy of spending,
system transparency, and compliance with tax and anti-money
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laundering regulations, without compromising scalability.”
Their solution, a Privacy-Hybrid CBDC, involves intentional
asymmetry between the privacy of the digital currency spender
and the privacy of the digital currency recipient. Using this
model, the identity and transactions of the individual spender
are protected, while those of the recipient are documented and
validated for transparency.
“This type of hybrid design could help resolve many of the current
privacy and compliance concerns associated with CBDC, and has
the potential for financial institutions and technology firms to
offer new and better services,” said Tinn.
A key aspect of the Model X Challenge was the partnership
between business and computer science researchers. Through
combining their economic and technical expertise, Tinn and
Dubach were able to develop the Privacy-Hybrid CBDC model
and address the challenges of previous designs. “The project
offered an exciting collaboration opportunity between McGill’s
finance and computer science and engineering areas,” said Tinn.
“We also look forward to engaging in fruitful debates with the
other teams.”
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Research Grant
Successes
SSHRC Insight Grants

SSHRC Insight Development Grants

Warut Khern-am-nuai (Principal Investigator), Yossiri Adulyasak,
Alain Pinsonneault (Co-applicant), Karthik N. Kannan, and Yinan
Yu: “The Role of Social Technologies in Online Review Platforms.”

Maxime Cohen (Principal Investigator): “Using Data Science and
Behavioral Analytics to Alleviate Traffic Congestion.”

Sebastien Betermier (Principal Investigator) and Laurent E.
Calvet: “A Supply and Demand Approach to Equity Pricing.”
David Schumacher (Principal Investigator) and Mancy Luo:
“(Why) Are females more successful in the exchange-traded fund
(ETF) industry?”
Laurent Barras (Principal Investigator) and David Schumacher
(Collaborator): “How do Active Funds React to the Rise of Passive
Management?”
Sergei Sarkissian (Principal Investigator): “Impact of Employee
Satisfaction on Cross-Firm Performance and Corporate Policies.”
Lisa Cohen (Principal Investigator): “Task Mobility: The Movement
of Work Tasks across Jobs and Organizations.”
John-Paul Ferguson (Principal Investigator), Victor Bennett,
Adam J. Cobb, Rembrand Koning, Sampsa Samila, and Kaisa
Snellman: “Racial Employment Segregation and the Boundary
of the Firm.”
Alberto Cambrosio (Principal Investigator) and Samer Faraj
(Co-applicant): “Knowledge Flows and Knowledge Production
in Large-Scale Research Networks: Building data platforms to
open science.”

DaHee Han (Principal Investigator): “The Effect of Life Transitions
on Consumer Preference.”
Ernan Haruvy (Principal Investigator): “Price Discrimination and
Bargaining in B2B: Empirical Evidence From Tech Manufacturing.”
Warut Khern-am-nuai (Principal Investigator), Hyunji So
(Co-applicant) and Nathan Yang (Collaborator): “The Economic
Implications of AI Implementations on Online Platforms.”
Wei Qi (Principal Investigator), Michelle Lu (Co-applicant), and
Minkyung Kim (Collaborator): “Tackling Inequality in Urban
On-demand Bikeshare Services.”
Camille Grange (Principal Investigator) and Alain Pinsonneault
(Co-applicant): “In algorithms we trust? Exploring the roles of
disclosure and explanations on the societal acceptance of highly
automated decision-making systems (ADMS).”

SSHRC Partnership Grant
Patricia Hewlin (Co-applicant) and colleagues: “Inclusive
Innovation and Entrepreneurship Network.”; Wendy Cukier
(Principal Applicant - Ryerson University)

IVADO Fundamental Research Grants
Mehmet Gumus (Principal Investigator), Erick Delage, Arcan
Nalca, and Angelos Georghiou: “Data-driven Demand Learning
and Sharing Strategies for Two-Sided Online Marketplaces.”
Wei Qi (Principal Investigator), Xue (Steve) Liu, Max Shen, and
Michelle Lu (Co-applicant): “Deals on Wheels: Advancing Joint
ML/OR Methodologies for Enabling City-Wide, Personalized and
Mobile Retail.”
Saibal Ray (Principal Investigator), Maxime Cohen (Co-applicant),
James Clark, and Ajung Moon: “Retail Innovation Lab: Data
Science for Socially Responsible Food Choices.”
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The future
of shopping
is here
A world-class university and a global retailer have joined forces
to provide solutions as they unveil one of the first live laboratory
stores in North America.

As mom-and-pop stores and multinational
corporations alike confront historic
challenges to their industries during the
pandemic, they are on the lookout for ideas
and technologies that will put them on solid
footing now and in the future.
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“The impact we aspire to make through this retail innovation lab
goes far beyond headlines and ribbon cuttings,” said Maxime
Cohen, an associate professor at the Desautels Faculty of
Management who serves as the co-director of the lab. “We aim
to shape the future of retail in a critical time for the industry.”
The opening of the retail innovation lab in January 2020 on
McGill’s downtown campus introduced the public to a CoucheTard convenience store that, from the outside, looks like the
hundreds of other Couche-Tard locations throughout Quebec.
As soon as they step inside, however, customers with a discerning
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“By studying
interactions between
people and technology
and publishing our
findings, we hope to
play a pivotal role
in helping retailers
develop practices that
benefit consumers,
retailers, and society
as a whole.”
—James Clark

eye can immediately spot the differences between the average
Couche-Tard store and this particular one. A designated CoucheTard Connecté section of the store, which customers can choose
to enter using an app, leverages frictionless technology to make
autonomous, contactless checkout possible. Using sophisticated
computer vision systems, the store is able to recognize selected
items in real-time and process payment directly through the app.
Outside of the Connecté section, store cameras track customer
trajectories and dwell time in an aggregate and anonymized
fashion in all areas of the store. In addition, customers can use a
self-checkout counter that automatically detects items and adds
them to the bill.
Funded by the Bensadoun Family Foundation and Bensadoun
School of Retail Management Founders Circle, the retail

innovation lab provides an unprecedented opportunity for McGill
researchers and students across several disciplines to explore
the central questions that occupy the time and energy of leaders
in the retail industry. “Our goal is to provide data-driven insights
to help retail leaders pivot and reimagine their operations in a
post-COVID world,” said Cohen.
While other brands have implemented frictionless technologies,
the retail innovation lab will be the first to make the results of its
research projects publicly available. “By studying interactions
between people and technology and publishing our findings, we
hope to play a pivotal role in helping retailers develop practices
that benefit consumers, retailers, and society as a whole,” Clark
said. “We’re excited to get started.”
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Delve deeper into
post-pandemic decision making
Delve, the official thought leadership
publication of the Desautels Faculty of
Management, expands its coverage of the
latest in management thinking with the
launch of the new Delve website at
delve.mcgill.ca.

Delve offers a unique form of access to comprehensive
research grounded in real-world experience. As we all
navigate the post-pandemic era and beyond, Delve invites
dialogue on the road ahead, driven by compelling, often
unexpected insights.

“Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, Delve has examined
how organizations grapple with a rapidly shifting world,” said
Delve Editor-in-Chief and Desautels professor Saku Mantere.
“As the world emerges from the pandemic a changed place
across all sectors and industries, Delve will continue to
bridge academia and global organizations with the objective
to stretch perspectives, spark ideas, and bring clarity to
decision-makers.”
Continuing to leverage insight from management research,
Delve launches into uncharted post-pandemic directions
with its website, podcast episodes, articles, and growing
community. Through this content, Delve seeks to accompany
managers, decision makers, scholars, and students as they
engage in managing organizations, ventures, partnerships,
networks, governmental institutions, and numerous other
organizational forms.
“Delve’s aim is to inspire conversation and shift viewpoints
on some of the most consequential economic, social, and
ecological topics of our time,” added Mantere.
In addition to articles in the award-winning magazine, The
New Normal, dedicated to several facets of the COVID-19
pandemic, the Delve website highlights new episodes of
its podcast series, “New Normal”, hosted by journalist Dave
Kaufman. The first season of the series featured Desautels
professors Saibal Ray discussing vaccine procurement and
distribution, Lisa Cohen on the impacts and inequalities of
working from home, Yu Ma on how shopping has changed in
the past year, Patrick Augustin on pandemic-related insider
trading by politicians, Samer Faraj on our overreliance
on corporate tech behemoths, and Saku Mantere on
organizational change and resilience during the pandemic.
While news cycles show no indication of slowing down and
decision makers face a barrage of conflicting information,
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“Delve’s aim
is to inspire
conversation and
shift viewpoints
on some of the
most consequential
economic, social,
and ecological
topics of
our time.”
—Saku Mantere
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Being the engine of
social and economic
value creation
among university,
local, national,
and international
communities through
the application of
Desautels’ research,
expertise, and talent.
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McGill Dobson Centre student committee 2019-2020

Dobson
surpasses
$1 billion
milestone in
startup seed
funding

The McGill
Dobson Centre for
Entrepreneurship has
reached a remarkable
milestone: The startups
it has supported have
now raised more
than $1 billion in
seed funding.
(source: Crunchbase)
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“To sustain a steep growth curve, startups often need to burn
capital before achieving profitability. This new milestone
demonstrates the strong momentum that our startups are
experiencing,” said Marie Josée Lamothe, Director, McGill
Dobson Centre and Professor of Practice, Desautels Faculty of
Management and Bensadoun School of Retail Management.
Lamothe emphasizes that this success is a direct result of the
seminal work of John Dobson, the Dobson Centre’s founding
director Professor Peter R. Johnson, and former director
Professor Gregory Vit, who established the signature Dobson Cup
competition and McGill X-1 Startup Accelerator program. “I have
the privilege of building on that foundation,” said Lamothe.
Peter Johnson recalls meeting John Dobson in 1990, when Dobson
asked him to lead the new Centre. “John Dobson would have been
unbelievably delighted by this $1 billion milestone,” said Johnson.
“He was extraordinary—a founding funder of entrepreneurial
programs at many universities.”

Azadeh Dastmalchi is CEO and co-founder of VitalTracer Ltd.,
a medical startup that designs smart wearable medical devices.
Dastmalchi credits her Dobson Centre experience with helping
her hone her public speaking skills, so that “the pitch became
part of my DNA.” She praises the McGill X-1 Accelerator
program for teaching her and her engineering colleagues the
skills they needed—everything from writing a business plan
to preparing for investor meetings. “It was the first step in our
entrepreneurial journey.”
Since 1988, the Dobson Foundation has continued to provide
financial support, including a $2 million gift in 2017 and $3
million in 2020. Others who have stepped up to support the
Dobson Centre include the National Bank of Canada, the Zeller
Foundation, Peter and Joan Monk, the Murdoch Family, Rene
Cayouette, Steve Kokinos, Steven Pal, Tim Tokarsky, and the
Mastercard Foundation, among others.

“To sustain a steep
growth curve,
startups often need
to burn capital before
achieving profitability.
This new milestone
demonstrates the
strong momentum
that our startups are
experiencing.”
— Marie Josée Lamothe
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Dobson community—

$1 billion+
raised by
our startups

countries

10,000+

40%

highly engaged
members
40

36

co-founded
by women

by the numbers

450

6,000+

24

10

active
startups

universities
represented

new
jobs

McGill
faculties
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Universal Seating Apparatus, a portable device that allows people
with disabilities to sit comfortably—and safely—on airplanes.
The McGill Dobson Cup competition, now in its 13th year,
has four different categories: Health Sciences Enterprise,
Innovation- or Technology-Driven Enterprise, Environmental
Enterprise, and Social Impact Enterprise. Gualtieri will use
her award money to fund a seat prototype, which will be made
by the Faculty of Engineering; this work will be overseen by
the NSERC-funded design co-chairs for interdisciplinary
innovation of medical technologies.

Sandra Gualtieri

“The staff at
Dobson have been
fabulous, providing
feedback and
support throughout
the entire process.”

Transforming
air travel for
people with
disabilities

— Sandra Gualtieri

Gualtieri had become an advocate for disability rights during her
double major degree in women’s studies and sociology at McGill,
so she mulled over the stories she heard in search of a practical
solution to make air travel more widely accessible. Finally,
inspiration came: “Before I knew it, I was emailing McGill!”

When Sandra Gualtieri (BA’12) flew back from
a trip to San Diego, Diego, she realized her
wheelchair had been broken by the airline.
“While everyone else gets to go home, I have to deal with
this,” recalled Gualtieri, who has cerebral palsy and requires a
wheelchair to get around.
Gualtieri contacted a passenger’s advocacy group that directed
her to the Canadian Council for People with Disabilities, which
led to an invitation to join their Transportation Committee. Fast
forward two years and she’s the first-place winner of the 2021
McGill Dobson Cup’s Social Impact Enterprise track for her
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The Faculty of Engineering was interested and chose it to
become a capstone project, in which students work on a
practical design in medical technology. From there, Gualtieri
applied for the Dobson Cup: “The staff at Dobson have been
fabulous, providing feedback and support throughout the
entire process.” Together, she and the student team came up
with a design so good it seems obvious: a malleable cushion
device with adjustable head rest and side supports that fits
into a variety of aircraft seats.
Winning the McGill Dobson Cup is “a dream come true,” said
Gualtieri, who finds that people take her more seriously now.
“After the pandemic is over, I definitely want to be the first one
to try the seating apparatus on an airplane.”
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A $3 million gift to bolster
entrepreneurship
Ari Kiriazidis (left) and Randy Kelly

As the McGill Dobson Centre for Entrepreneurship plans to
scale up its programming, it announced a new $3 million gift
from the John Dobson Foundation to help drive innovation and
entrepreneurship at McGill University. This is the Foundation’s
largest gift to the Dobson Centre since its founding over three
decades ago. The Foundation previously donated $2 million to
fund the McGill X-1 Accelerator program, in 2017.
Chairman of the John Dobson Foundation and CEO of Formula
Growth, Randy Kelly, remarked: “The Foundation is honoured
to continue its commitment to developing outstanding
opportunities for startup founders. We are extremely proud
to uphold John Dobson’s legacy of supporting and enriching
entrepreneurial endeavours at McGill University.
“We consider this gift an investment in Canada’s next generation
of creative and innovative business pioneers,” Kelly continued.
“As is described in the second edition of John’s biography Up
and to the Right, released on the 60th anniversary of Dobson’s
founding of Formula Growth, we undoubtedly learned that, out of
small acorns, large companies grow.”

President of the Foundation and CFO of Formula Growth, Ari
Kiriazidis, added: “As a Foundation that is focused on helping
Canadians learn about the power of entrepreneurship, we
are proud to continue pushing forward John’s vision for an
entrepreneurial Canada, and are very excited to meet the up-andcoming great entrepreneurs coming out of the Dobson Centre.”
This remarkable gift will help the Dobson Centre continue to
foster innovation and strengthen support for students, faculty,
and community members interested in entrepreneurship.
Specifically, it will support the Centre’s full lineup of
programming and the creation of a new, permanent physical
facility on campus. The Centre is set to open the new location on
Sherbrooke Street in the Bronfman Building where it will house
flexible, state-of-the-art collaboration spaces and technologies
designed to fuel and ignite the entrepreneurial spirit.
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Learning—
and
contributing—
through
experience

MMA students meeting with physicians from the Montreal Children’s Hospital

data dashboard designed to help the Children’s Hospital staff
predict the volume of telehealth appointments over the next
five years. She also provided analyses of the investments
required to scale up services, including estimates of how long
it would take for those costs to pay off through increased
efficiencies.

“When COVID hit, we couldn’t see patients
on-site, except for urgent cases,” said Dr.
Adrian Dancea, head of the pediatric cardiology
division at the Montreal Children’s Hospital.
“COVID gave a big push to telehealth.”
Desautels students Omar Chehab, Katia Sory, Victoria McKeown,
and Kyle Gomes helped the Children’s Hospital find answers
to questions related to the pandemic. All are members of the
2020 cohort of the Master of Management in Analytics (MMA)
program, which includes a capstone project in which students
team up with community organizations to solve a data and
analytic problem.

The other area in which the Children’s Hospital sought help
from the MMA program involved personal protective equipment
(PPE)—the masks, gowns, and gloves that were in such short
supply in Canada and elsewhere last spring. McKeown and
Gomes identified patterns in PPE usage, and developed a model
to calculate how many masks, gowns or gloves will be used. The
calculator is designed to help plan orders and keep the hospital
well supplied. “If we can help them order PPE so they have
a better, more stable supply for the doctors, nurses and the
other team members, then they’re more able to do their jobs,”
McKeown said. “We’ll be helping them help the community.”
In August 2020, the four students presented their findings
to personnel at the Montreal Children’s Hospital, who were
clearly impressed.
“In a relatively short period of time, the students were able to
gather the information and come up with sophisticated solutions
that are immediately applicable,” Dr. Dancea said. “The partnership
between the Children’s and the MMA program needs to continue
and expand. This should only be the beginning.”

Gathering information from hospital personnel, Chehab developed
digital questionnaires to determine satisfaction levels among both
patients and care providers and then applied a machine-learning
algorithm that he learned in the MMA program. Sory built a
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Students create
dashboard to monitor
COVID-19 in Montreal
boroughs
In March 2020, Quebec mandated the closure
of schools and universities.
During the closures, an eager team of students from the Desautels
Faculty of Management and the Faculty of Engineering partnered
with Professors Juan Serpa and Mehmet Gumus, from the
Master of Management in Analytics (MMA) program, to create
a dashboard that could report on the COVID-19 situation in
Montreal and Quebec.

“We have a team of
almost 20 experts in
data analytics, software
engineering, computer
science, and geographic
information systems.”
— Juan Serpa

“We have a team of almost 20 experts in data analytics, software
engineering, computer science, and geographic information
systems,” said Serpa. “In addition, we have professors supervising
the project to ensure that, above all, the data is properly transmitted
to the public.”
The team leverages data from local, provincial, and national
government to provide a credible dashboard depicting the
situation in Montreal and Quebec.

Juan Serpa

“We wanted to design this platform for Quebec residents,
providing sufficient information by region and borough to give
a holistic view of what’s going on,” said Jasmine (Peiran) Jiang
(MMA’20), a student who worked on the project as a
data collector.
The team of analysts and computer scientists continued to
expand the data sources to provide a more comprehensive
snapshot of the situation in Quebec and Montreal, with a vision
of attaining hospital data to provide a bed management resource
for the province. Serpa says that the team’s aim is to provide a
bed management platform system that will eliminate the need for
critically ill individuals to “shop around” for urgent medical help.
“This is a meaningful project for all of us,” said Jiang. “Our
professor has invested a lot of time and effort into this project
and everyone takes their responsibilities seriously. I feel like I’m
contributing to the community, and making an impact in this
difficult time.”
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Lisa Cohen

A spotlight
on equity,
diversity,
and inclusion
at Desautels

“It’s important for business schools to be involved in these areas
because we are portals into organizations and the world,” said Cohen,
who is also an associate professor of organizational behaviour
at Desautels. “Any initiatives that we develop to increase equity,
diversity, and inclusion will be a starting point for students to take
forward these ideas and programs into their professional careers.”

In July 2020, Professor Lisa Cohen was
appointed the first director of equity, diversity,
and inclusion (EDI) at the Desautels Faculty of
Management.
“My mission is to understand and address any systemic racism and
inequalities that exist within Desautels and society at large and to
strengthen our culture so that the values of equity, diversity, and
inclusion become part of the fabric of our Faculty,” said Cohen.
While Matthieu Kamwa, VP of Communications at the Management
Undergraduate Society (MUS), wishes the role had been created
sooner, he is pleased that the Faculty is taking steps in the right
direction. “This initiative will foster more open communication
and transparency between the student body and the faculty,”
he remarked. “This new position will help students feel more
comfortable discussing issues or reporting discriminatory acts
they might have faced in the Faculty.”
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To date, Cohen has assembled a working group and several task
forces within Desautels, and has set out to grasp the reality of the
situation and expose any cracks in the Faculty’s commitment to
equity, diversity, and inclusion.
“Our first goal is to assess the situation based on facts and evidence,
and map out a course of action from there,” explained Cohen. “We
will be looking at structures and processes within Desautels: how we
recruit students, faculty and staff, and what their experiences are like
once they are here—what is it like to live within the walls of Desautels.”
Cohen has an ambitious goal: tackling equity, diversity, and inclusion
across the entire life-cycle experience of students, staff, and faculty
at Desautels—from insights about prospective students entering
the pipeline to understanding the experiences alumni face in their
careers, as well as supporting employees when they enter Desautels
and up to their retirement.
“That extends to students, faculty, and staff who will one day join our
community,” Cohen said. “They may not be part of our community
yet, but we want to make sure that they can look ahead of themselves
and see that Desautels and McGill are institutions that they want to
be part of.”
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Philip Earle Jenkins

“My hope would be
that the current and
future recipients [...]
make it easier for each
successive generation
to compete on a level
playing field.”
— Philip Earle Jenkins

Paying it forward: Social
responsibility in business
“Talent is equally distributed across the
population but unfortunately opportunity is
not,” said Phil Jenkins, a McGill engineering
and MBA graduate who established the Philip
Earle Jenkins MBA Leadership & Diversity
Award, in 2018, to create more business and
management education opportunities for
visible minorities.
Jenkins vividly recalls the barriers and inequities he had to
overcome as a young black MBA grad seeking entry into the
world of high finance. His Desautels education helped Jenkins to
overcome discrimination in the financial services industry.
“It gave me a network and the name of a very recognized business
school to provide instant credibility in terms of technical skills
and knowledge. Each time I had a setback, my McGill education
and qualifications gave me the confidence to push on through
the barriers and challenges I encountered,” said Jenkins, who
started as a financial analyst at Imperial Oil and showed the
entrepreneurial savvy to help grow Moody’s Analytics’ financial
risk management business in Canada from two employees, in
2008, to several hundred today.

Jenkins created a targeted award to increase access to highquality education and open pathways for the next generation of
black women and men to pursue management and leadership
opportunities in business and finance.
George Oriokot, the inaugural recipient in 2018, was selected by
Poets & Quants as a 2020 MBA to Watch. “The Phil Jenkins award
is forward-looking because it targets people like me, who are an
underrepresented minority in business schools anywhere. Phil is
pushing to open the doors for others, which is phenomenal and
consistent with my goals. I’m optimistic that, if we continue to see
efforts to increase representation of visible minorities in business
schools, it will lead to a greater representation of people like myself
after me at the highest levels of business and on boards in North
America, Europe, Africa, and around the world,” he said.
Jenkins aims for the scholarship to be a catalyst for lasting change
as recipients achieve success in their own careers and open
doors for others: “My hope would be that the current and future
recipients contemplate how they can make a difference by paying
it forward and, in their own way, make it easier for each successive
generation to compete on a level playing field.”
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Helping
businesses
make the
Dobson Centre
PIVOT to
sustainability
Taking climate action isn’t a luxury, it’s a necessity.
Researchers at the McGill Sustainability
Systems Initiative have created a new online
social platform that encourages small- and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to take
action. They have partnered with the National
Film Board of Canada to produce digital
stories about SMEs that are addressing the
climate crisis in their day-to-day operations
and are sharing those stories with the wider
business community via the new bilingual
platform, PIVOT.
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“There is a lot of research about how we can take action as
individuals, and also about how large companies can address
climate change. But there is a gap in the research about what
SMEs can do, and what policy approaches could catalyze
real-world efforts,” said Dror Etzion, an associate professor of
strategy and organization at Desautels who is co-leading the
project with Catherine Potvin, a professor in the Department
of Biology and Canada Research Chair in Climate Change
Mitigation and Tropical Forests.
There are 1.1 million SMEs in Canada employing more than 7
million people, and accounting for more than half of the private
sector’s economic output. Paul Rak is one business owner who
has taken steps to make his company carbon neutral, and the
President of VeriForm Industries has made his business more
profitable in doing so. The Cambridge, Ontario, metal fabrication
company makes components used in the transportation,
mining, and energy sectors. Rak implemented an energy
reduction plan that touches all aspects of operations—from
the compressors used in manufacturing to the coffee maker
in the break room. There were also major savings in shipping
and receiving.
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“There is a lot of
research about how
we can take action
as individuals, and
also about how
large companies
can address climate
change. But there is
a gap in the research
about what SMEs can
do, and what policy
approaches could
catalyze real-world
efforts.”
— Dror Etzion

Paul Rak, President of VeriForm Industries

But cost savings aren’t the only reason that SMEs take
climate action. Entrepreneurs can have many motivations,
and PIVOT is seeking to understand them. The project’s
data analytics lead scientist is Desautels Professor Animesh
Animesh, who will study how SMEs interact with the site.
“SMEs can have very different rationales,” said Etzion. “There
are some founders who believe that climate change is
important, and are concerned about their grandkids. Others
approach it as a personal challenge, and find it gratifying to
do something meaningful. Sometimes, it just makes business
sense. Understanding these different perspectives is part of
PIVOT’s research aims.”

Dror Etzion
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Entering
a new era

Don Lewtas and students

extensively. The value of alumni involvement is hard to overstate
when it comes to activities like hiring and mentoring students,
delivering guest lectures, judging competitions, and hosting
company visits. The more we can factor alumni into the equation,
the more successful our students will be.

During one of the most challenging years
in recent memory, our alumni and donor
community illuminated the darkness with
countless acts of generosity. In this report,
you have read only a few of the many stories
of impact we could tell from the past year.
Most notably, we celebrated the 15th anniversary of the naming
of the Desautels Faculty of Management, when Dr. Marcel
Desautels made an unprecedented $22 million gift as an
investment in world-class programs, talent, and facilities at
McGill. Thanks to the foundation he laid, our Faculty continues to
gain global recognition for leading-edge research, strong ties to
industry, and competitive programs.
As we realize Marcel Desautels’s vision to train the innovative,
principled business leaders our society needs most, we rely
on the unwavering support of our alumni community. In the
past year, we have identified a need to engage our alumni more
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Looking toward the future, your financial support is needed more
than ever. McGill is currently celebrating its 200th anniversary
with the goal of securing 200 legacy gifts—the 200 for 200
Legacy Challenge. This landmark occasion, which honours the
1813 bequest made by James McGill, sets the stage for a critical
fundraising cycle for the Faculty and the University as a whole.
Your continued generosity will lay the groundwork for another
two centuries of impact.
Again, thank you for everything you have done to amplify the
efforts of our Faculty in the past year. Your commitment to our
mission continues to inspire us as we take our first collective
steps into the post-pandemic era.

Don Lewtas, BCom’75
Chair, Desautels International Advisory Board
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Alumni
involvement
2020-2021
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CLASS PATRONS

$11.7M
WHO PROVIDE MENTORSHIP
DESAUTELS

to students in the MBA,
Master of Management in Finance,
and Master of Management in Analytics

raised from 994 donors

32
$340K+

INTERNATIONAL
ADVISORY BOARD

current and lifetime members

MCGILL24
(annual day of giving)
raised from 245 donors

129
DESAUTELS GLOBAL
EXPERTS

100+
GUEST
LECTURES

4x
virtual student-alumni

NETWORKING SESSIONS
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Making their
mark with a
200 Legacy
Gift

Terry and Bonnie Jackson

“I’ve had some good fortune in the business world, and we are
able to share that good fortune with causes that we think are
important. McGill is a great university and I’m blown away by the
quality of the students I’ve met at Desautels,” said Terry.

For Terry and Bonnie Jackson, the timing of
their formative years together as undergraduate
students at McGill in the Class of ’69 was
truly fortunate. The couple married in 1970
and Terry’s business education prepared
him for a highly successful career in the
investment industry. He joined the Montrealbased brokerage firm Nesbitt Thomson after
graduating, ran its wealth management business
for 15 years, and became executive vicepresident of asset management services at BMO
(Bank of Montreal) following its acquisition of
the brokerage firm.
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For the past 48 years, the couple has donated to McGill, and
Terry has been generous in volunteering his time, artistic
talents, and experience as a wealth management industry
leader to the International Advisory Board, from 2002 to 2015,
and in supporting the Faculty’s expansion into the Donald E.
Armstrong Building.
The couple has also made plans to leave a bequest to McGill. “If
you put different charities and causes in your will, it shows where
your values are, how you’ve lived your life and what matters
to you. It’s so important to support education, which can get
people out of poverty and homelessness. Terry and I were lucky
to have both been educated at McGill. We are happy to support
the 200 Legacy Challenge and leave a gift to McGill in our will. We
encourage others to do the same and, in so doing, to feel the joy
of giving,” said Bonnie.
For more information about McGill’s 200 for 200 Legacy
Challenge, visit mcgill.ca/legacy.
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